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SCORING UPDATES 6/25/19 1:05 PM 
NYSAWLA/FLACS has received a number of concerns regarding various 
questions and we would like to address them as follows: 
 
Checkpoint A 
Checkpoint A French - # 8 accept answers (3) & (4) 
Checkpoint A Italian -    #15 accept answers (2) & (3) 
 
Checkpoint B  

1. Checkpoint B French - #16 accept answers (1) & (4)  
2. Checkpoint B Spanish - #18 accept all answers 
3. Checkpoint  B Chinese -   # 6 accept all answers 

                                             #26 the answer is (1), not (3) 
                                             #28 accept answers (2) & (3) 

 
Please be sure to forward this very important information to your teachers today! 
 
 
 
   



 
 
6/12/19 - 3:45 PM 
It was brought to our attention that on the Checkpoint A Italian Exam , the Ad in #23 is not 
clear. A revised version of the exam has been uploaded to our website and it accessible 
using the same username and password which was sent to you previously. 
 
On the Checkpoint B Spanish Exam, question #18 has two of the same answers. A revised 
version of the exam has been uploaded with this question updated. 
 
On the Checkpoint B Spanish Exam,  the advertisement in #23 was not clear. A revised 
version of the exam, with a clearer graphic, has been uploaded to our site. 
 
If you have already sent your exams to be copied, I would suggest simply printing the 
updated page/s from the revised versions to share with the teachers. If you have not put in 
for your copies, please use the revised exam versions which are now posted on the site. 
 
6/12/19 - 11:50 PM 
ALL Audio files  are now MP3 files. 
 
6/13/19 - 2:00 PM 
Checkpoint B Spanish Dictation was updated to reflect the audio version 
 
.  


